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OVerview
★ if-then-else logic, relational/functional operators

★ while loops 

★ functions: calling vs. definitions, arguments & parameters, print vs. return

🔥 hot date 🔥 & check-in on course.care

★ control flow, scope

★ environment diagrams

★ surprise!

Slides accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/110rs1

http://bit.ly/110rs1


If you have questions...
Feel free to interrupt any of us or call one of us over if we are 
doing a practice problem!

If you’re shy, submit a question at: Pollev.com/sanbae278 



if/then/else-- general form
If-then-else

if (<boolean “test” expression>) {

<then- runs when test is true>

} else {

<else- runs when test is false>

}

<rest of code>

If-then

if (<boolean “test” expression>) {

<then- runs when test is true>

} 

<rest of code>



if/then/else--example Is UNC going to 
cancel classes? 

Why/why not?



Relational operators <   >   <=   >=   ===

true!

let hurricane = “Dorian”;

print(hurricane === “Sandy”);

false is printed
>



Functional operators &&     ||     !

!T
X false X

!F
true!

T && T
true!

T && F
X false X

F && F
X false X

T || T
true!

T || F
true!

F || F
X false X



While loops-- general form
while (<boolean “test” expression) {

<repeat block- will run when test is true>

}



While loops-- example
How many makeup 
classes are needed?

***Always modify your 
counter variable to 
avoid infinite 
loops***



FUnctions!
- A named chunk of code that performs a procedure
- Takes in information of a specific type and returns information of a specific 

type
- Has: 

- Name
- Parameters
- Return type
- Body

let <name> = (<parameters>): <return type> => {

//function body

};



FUnctions! Calls vs. Definitions
- A function definition is everything we saw on the last slide… description of 

what the function does when called

- A function call is the instruction you give your computer to get the 
function to actually run

- Function calls are expressions that evaluate to whatever that function 
returns!



FUnctions! Arguments vs. Parameters
- Parameters are the ‘ingredients’ that a function needs to run… are 

specified by type

- Arguments are the actual values you pass in to a function call. 

*ARGUMENTS MUST MATCH PARAMETER TYPE AND ORDER*



FUnctions! Print Vs. Return
- Printing means using the function from the introcs library to output to the 

browser
- import { print } from introcs;  ← allows us to use this function

- Returning means whatever function call you’re currently within will 
evaluate to be whatever you return. 

- As soon as you hit a return statement, you instantly return! No matter what 
is after it in the function definition!



FUnctions! An Example

Find an example of a: function call, function definition, argument, & 
parameter



FUnctions! An Example

What does this print?



 

Go to Course.Care and check in using: 
43768

...then talk to your neighbor
 about your craziest weather story!



Control Flow
How your computer walks through a program

Whenever you hit a return statement, instantly return



FUnctions! An Example

What does this print?



Scope
A variable’s scope is where it exists.  It’s defined by where the variable is 
declared.  

Variables declared in “larger” blocks 
are fair game; variables declared in 
“smaller” ones are inaccessible!

}Block 
defined by { 
these → }

Out of scope!



ENVIRONMENTO DIAGRAMOS
★ You might think it’s tedious 

but…

★ It is a great way to visualize 

the environment and state of 

your program as you walk 

through it!



Environment Diagram TODOs
1. Start from the top and walk through the code! 
2. Whenever you hit a function call, add a new frame to the 

stack!
3. Jump to the function definition and run through the code 

there!

4. Once you reach a return statement or end of the function, 
ill in the rv (return value) and trace back to the ra 
(return address) where the function was called! 



Environment Diagram Walkthrough



We hit a function!



Jumping to main



Inside square



Add pow frame to the stack



Handling the while loop



Returning back to the ra



Return pow(x, 2)



Back to main

9

9 will be printed



Q&A



Guest Star!!


